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"Winning At Checkers" is for anyone wanting to know how they can start to win consistently at this

popular board game, played on a checkerboard the same as used in chess.When you start playing

checkers you can find it frustrating as you try to master the game and become a winner. This book

clears up any confusion and gives you a simple step by step guide to not only winning but to

consistently win at this classic game.In "Winning At Checkers" you will discover:- The History of

Checkers - learn the long history of checkers and why it has developed in to such a popular game

across the world- The Rules of Checkers - your first step is to learn the rules so that you are familiar

with the rules and can use them to help you win your game- Capturing Pieces - find out how you

can capture the other person's pieces and turn them in to the more powerful and deadly queens or

kings- Varieties of Checkers - there is a number of different versions of the game and you will learn

about these different variations and how they are played- Computer Checkers - discover playing this

game online or on your computer, either against a real person or a computer, and how it can be a

great way to improve your skills and practice your strategies- Winning at Checkers - learn some

effective strategies for winning the game including setting up the board, crowning pieces and when

to sacrifice or trade your pieces for the sake of winning- Advanced Strategies - understand some of

the more advanced strategies in the game of checkers, which you can use to blow your opponents

out of the water so you can win every time- Developing Checkers Strategies - find out how you can

develop your own strategies for winning including the basic premise behind creating these winning

strategies- Becoming a Champion Checkers Player - discover the strategies and techniques used

by the championship winning players and how you can use these to your advantage and become a

winning player yourselfCheckers is a really fun game and it can get very cut throat at a competitive

level but it is just as easily played with a friend over a drink. By learning to be a better player and to

apply the strategies in this book you will improve your skills and be in a better position to beat your

opponents and win the games.Enjoy becoming a better checkers player as "Winning At Checkers"

explains all about how you can become a winning player very quickly. Discover how you can

become a championship winning checkers player today!
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There are few books about how to win at checkers. This one has some very good advice. I

benefited by following the strategies suggested. Like other books on checkers it spends too much

time on the history of the game.

No graphics (100% text) and very basic statements.I hope  takes this off!
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